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Unintegration and Polyfunctionality in Polish co Relative Clauses

Wojciech Guz

Abstract: This paper discusses a colloquial variety of Polish relative clauses introduced 
by the uninflected relative marker co. Unlike previous accounts, the analysis concen-
trates on authentic spoken utterances marked by structural unintegration—a common 
feature of spontaneous spoken language. As is shown, co clauses in unplanned speech 
depart from the traditional perception of what function they perform and how they 
do it. The advantage of using corpus data is that they offer insight into a wider range 
of functions of co than previously reported. These functions include a weakly subor-
dinating conjunction, a general discourse connective, and time- and place-reference 
conjunctions similar to English when and where. Additionally, some cases are ambig-
uous as to which of these functions co serves. The basic relativizing use of co is also 
revised and its description is enriched by an analysis of co clauses in spontaneous 
speech, in which several unintegration features were observed. They are in general 
related to the loose syntactic relationship of the head NP to the co clause. Specific 
features of unintegration include (i) co clauses as complete clauses with no gaps, (ii) 
idiosyncrasy and context-dependency of interpretation, (iii) nonmatching case forms 
and lack of required resumptive pronouns, (iv) preposition ellipsis, (v) long-distance 
relationship between the head and co clause, (vi) ambiguity in the semantic contri-
bution of co clauses and of the marker co itself, and (vii) lack of a clearly specified 
nominal head.

1. Introduction

In Polish there is a colloquial variety of relative clauses in which the unin-
flected relative marker co ‘that’ is used in place of the standard inflected rela-
tive pronoun który ‘who/which’, as in (1–3). The head noun may be the subject, 
as in (1), or object of the relative clause—both accusative and oblique—as in 
(2) and (3).

 (1)  Te panie, co /  które tu przychodzą.
  these ladies co  whoNOM.F.PL here come3PL

  ‘These ladies that/who come here.’
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 (2)  Te jabłka co / które masz tu na stole.
  these apples co  whichACC.N.PL  have2SG here  on table
  ‘These apples that/which you have here on the table.’

 (3)  Ten  chłopiec,  co  mu  /  któremu dałem  książkę.
  this  boy  co  himDAT   whoDAT.M.SG  gave1SG  bookACC

  ‘This boy that/whom I gave the book (to).’

The discussion of co clauses has often revolved around the problem of encod-
ing grammatical relations such as case, gender, and number, which can be 
expressed overtly in the relative pronoun który but cannot in the uninflected 
co.1 An important assumption that underpins perhaps any discussion of co 
and który clauses is that the uninflected relative marker makes co relatives less 
integrated than który relatives. Consider the load of information encoded in 
którą in (4), which is overtly marked for singular number and feminine gender 
to agree with the head ta sukienka. The wh-pronoun is also accusative-marked 
for the purposes of co-indexation with the trace position in the relative clause. 

 (4) To  jest  ta  sukienka  którą  /  co  kupiłam.
  this  is  this  dressNOM.F.SG  whichACC.F.SG  co  bought1SG [traceACC]
  ‘This is the dress that I bought.’

The same sentence is still acceptable with co, but the connectivity and syn-
tactic integration of the two clauses is not as tight as with którą. On the re-
placement of którą with co, the nuanced network of grammatical connections 
is gone. This looser integration is inherent to co object clauses but is especially 
visible in still other types of co clauses—ones which so far have not been ex-
amined in the literature. Consider example (5).

1  A JSL reviewer has noted that Polish also has jaki ‘what’ clauses on top of co and 
który clauses. To answer the reviewer’s question, co clauses are functionally more 
closely related to który clauses than to jaki clauses. It is the primary function of który 
and co relatives (excluding other functions of co) to identify the referent of the head 
NP, whereas jaki clauses point out certain features of the referent. Cf. jabłka jakie wydaje 
to drzewo ‘the kind of apples brought forth by this tree’ and (te) jabłka które/co masz tu 
na stole ‘these/the apples that you have here on the table’. This identification function 
of co relatives is associated with the fact that their head NPs are very frequently (80% 
in the Spokes corpus) introduced by demonstratives explicitly marking the NPs as 
definite. Also, 85% of the NPs refer to specific entities, thus combining the concepts of 
definiteness and specificity in a typical head of a co relative. Jaki clauses, on the other 
hand, seem to assign certain qualities to their indefinite and nonspecific heads. Note 
that a demonstrative is unacceptable (or infelicitous at best) in the head of a jaki clause 
(cf. jabłka, jakie vs *te jabłka, jakie).
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 (5) (The Spokes corpus)2

  to  jest  ten  farsz  co  jedliście  kotlety
  this  is  this  stuffing  co  ate2PL  cutlets
  ‘This is the stuffing that you ate the cutlets’

Whereas the co clauses in sentences (2–4) have clearly defined nominal heads 
acting as object complements of the relative-internal verbs (jabłka – masz, 
sukienka – kupiłam), the relativized NP in (5)—i.e., ten farsz—is only loosely tied 
syntactically to the following co clause, and the connection cannot be stated 
in the same object–verb terms as in (2–4). Instead, the co clause has its own 
complete set of internal arguments; there is no gap for which the head noun 
would fill in—as would be expected in prototypical relative clauses—and it 
follows that the relative marker has no trace to be co-indexed with. Recall that 
the marker itself is uninflected and is not eligible for co-indexation at any rate. 
As a result, the co clause is a loosely connected piece of information helping 
to identify the referent of the head (i.e., the stuffing is somehow related to 
the cutlets). Note that the exact connection is not clear: the stuffing may have 
been used to stuff the cutlets with ( farsz, który jedliście w kotletach ‘the stuffing 
that you ate in the cutlets’) or the cutlets may have been made of (leftover) 
stuffing (farsz z którego jedliście kotlety ‘the stuffing that the cutlets that you ate 
were made of’). Perhaps other interpretations are also conceivable, and the 
intended meaning should be inferred from situational context.

This paper addresses co relative clauses such as (5), that is, those which 
are neither subject nor straightforward object clauses, the latter to be under-
stood as those in which the nominal head is the object of the relative-internal 
verb. This analysis focuses on more loosely integrated utterances in which 
co is not necessarily a straightforward relativizer and in which the co clause 
often departs from the traditional perception of what function co clauses per-
form and how they do it. This is related in particular to the loose syntactic 
relationship of the head noun (if there is one) to the co clause. The nature and 
different types of this loose relationship will be discussed in section 6. The 
distinct functions of co itself will be discussed in section 5.

Two broad conclusions are made. Firstly, co performs other functions be-
sides its basic use as a relativizer. These functions include weakly subordinat-
ing conjunction-like uses, the function of a general discourse connective, and 
time- and place- reference conjunctions similar to English when and where. It 
will be argued also that these various functions are often difficult to distin-
guish and form a cline of uses of co. Secondly, the basic relativizing use of co 
is also revised and its description is enriched by an analysis of several unin-
tegration features that go beyond the mere absence of overt marking of case, 

2  The Spokes corpus (Pęzik 2015) is introduced in section 4.
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number, and gender in the network of grammatical relations connecting the 
head, the relativizer, and the trace.

2. The Categorial Status of co

The categorial status of co has been a matter of dispute in the literature. The 
debate leans towards treating co as a complementizer rather than a relative 
pronoun (Fisiak et al. 1978; Kardela 1986; Bondaruk 1995; Broihier 1995; Pe-
setsky 1998; Lavine 2003; Citko 2004; Hladnik 2015). This is because of the fol-
lowing reasons. Firstly, it is uninflected, unlike wh-pronouns, which contrast 
in form according to gender (któr-y/-a/-e) and case (któr-y/któr-ego/etc.). This is 
paralleled in English in the contrast between the invariant complementizer 
that and the wh-pronouns which/who (animacy), and who/whom/whose (case). 
Secondly, unlike the relative pronoun któr-y, co cannot be accompanied by 
pied-piped prepositions; instead, prepositions appear later in the clause and 
are paired with an anaphoric pronoun co-indexed with the nominal head, cf. 
(6) and (7). By contrast, pied-piping is the only option with któr-y/-a/-e, cf. (8) 
and (9). Again, this is paralleled in English in the contrast between that vs. 
which/who.

 (6)  (Spokes) 
  jest  jedno  konto  co się  nie  płaci  za  nie
  is  one  account  co refl  not  pays3SG  for it
  ‘There’s one account that you don’t pay for’

 (7)  (modified)
  *jest  jedno konto  za  co  się  nie  płaci3

   is  one  account for  co refl  not  pays3SG

 (8)  (modified)
  jest  jedno konto,  za  które  się  nie  płaci
  is  one  account for  which refl  not  pays3SG

  ‘There’s one account for which you don’t pay’

 (9)  (modified)
  *jest  jedno konto,  które się  nie płaci  za  nie
   is  one  account  which refl  not pays3SG  for it

3  The pied-piped preposition is incorrect in the relative function in question here, 
that is, with co modifying the head NP (one account that...), but is in fact correct for co 
modifying a whole antecedent clause (there is one account, which...).
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Resumptives may also occur in nonprepositional positions (as in example (3)) 
and such occurrence of an inflected resumptive in the complex ‘co+resump-
tive’ suggests that co itself is not a pronoun. Also, co plays no role in assigning 
case to the trace or resumptive in the co clause (Bondaruk 1995; Kardela 1986; 
Citko 2004). Thirdly, Bondaruk argues that co does not (normally)4 introduce 
nonrestrictive clauses, unlike wh-pronouns (cf. that vs. which/who), as in (10).

 (10)  Ewa, *co/która  właśnie wróciła  ze  szkoły,  odrabia
  Ewa   co who  just  returned3SG  from  school  do3SG 
  teraz  lekcje.  (Bondaruk’s asterisk) 
  now  homework
  ‘Ewa, who has just returned from school, is doing her homework 

now.’

Similarly, other authors analyzing parallel relatives in other Slavic languages 
consider co/što/chto (in Czech,5 Slovak, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Russian, and 
Serbo-Croatian) to be complementizers (Rudin 1986; Goodluck and Stojanović 
1996; Bošković 2009; Hladnik 2015).

In a slightly different approach, informed by the common diachronic de-
velopment of complementizers from pronouns, the picture is a little less clear-
cut. Given the fact that complementizers often develop diachronically from 
pronouns (and these are often polysemous themselves), Minlos (2012) argues 
that the Slavic co/što/čo may retain some properties of both complementizers 
and pronouns. Namely, when it appears in the construction with a resumptive 
pronoun (which Minlos considers the more innovative pattern), it acts more 
as a complementizer; when it appears in the more conservative construction 
without the resumptive, it retains some pronominal traits (Minlos 2012: 74).

Citko (2004) notes that although co is a complementizer in headed rela-
tives, in light-headed relatives6 (e.g., to, czemu sie przyglądasz ‘what you are 
looking at’) co is inflected, which argues against treating it as a complemen-
tizer. She suggests that this double status is a result of homophony, which 
is common between wh-pronouns and complementizers (cf. Miller 2011 for 
a similar treatment of homophonous uses of that and which). Similarly, Min-
los (2012) assumes that there are two types of Slavic co/što/čo—uninflected 

4  Nonrestrictives with co are attested (although marginal) in informal style, see be-
low.
5  Fried (2010) evades assigning an explicit label to Czech co, but she admits that in its 
relativizing function it can no longer be considered a pronoun.
6  In her category of light heads, Citko includes morphologically light elements such 
as demonstratives (to, co ‘that which’), indefinites (coś, co ‘something that’), negatives 
indefinites (nic, co ‘nothing that’), and universals (wszystko, co ‘everything that’).
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and inflected—the former used in noun-headed relatives and the latter in 
light-headed relatives (Citko’s example above), as well as in clauses without 
an overt head (nie znalazł, czego szukał ‘he didn’t find what he was looking 
for’) and with antecedent clauses (spotkanie zostało odwołane, czego prezydent 
nie aprobuje ‘the meeting has been cancelled, which the president doesn’t ap-
prove of’). Note in (11) that with the inflected co, pied-piped prepositions are 
allowed, and pairing co with an anaphoric pronoun is not—a pattern typical 
of wh-pronouns.

 (11) (constructed) 
  to,  do czego zmierzał  /  *to,  co  zmierzał 
  this  to  which he.was.getting   this  co  he.was.getting 
  do  czego
  to  which
  ‘what he was getting at’

Also, nonrestrictive relative clauses with co—although rare and nonstan-
dard—are attested in informal style.7 The Spokes corpus used in this study 
records a few examples such as (12).

 (12) (Spokes)
  a  wiecie  że  Seba / co te  zdjęcia  ma  z  Aśką /
  and  you.know  that Seba   co these  photos  has  with  Aśka
  {on ich nie usunął / on cały czas je ma} 
  ‘and do you know that Seba, who has these photos with Aśka, he 

hasn’t deleted them, he still has them’

In (12) co may be replaced with the wh-pronoun który, which is used in stan-
dard nonrestrictives. This nonrestrictive use is another sign of the indetermi-
nate status of co and the existence of two homophonous types, one of which 
exhibits some pronominal properties.

This study assumes, after Minlos (2012), that there are two types of co—in-
flected (pronominal) and uninflected. The uninflected co is a complementizer 
that in its basic relativizing function resembles English that. More importantly 
for this study, the uninflected co serves several uses that together constitute 
a cline of functions. Namely, the complementizer has a straightforward rel-
ativizing function in standard integrated co clauses (to the extent that they 
can be considered integrated). These have been investigated in the literature. 
However, less integrated examples have evaded analysis so far, perhaps be-

7 Cf. Fried (2011) for a discussion of Czech co relatives in nondeterminative and non-
restrictive contexts, and Sonnenhauser (2013: 173) for ki in Slovene.
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cause they are difficult to access through introspection. Corpus data offer this 
opportunity, and on closer analysis, a substantial number of unintegrated co 
clauses offer insight into other functions that the uninflected co serves. These 
functions include a weakly subordinating conjunction, a general discourse 
connective, and time- and place-reference conjunctions similar to English 
when and where. As will be shown, these various functions are often diffi-
cult to distinguish. They form a cline of uses of co. Underpinning the whole 
discussion is the observation (Citko 2004; Miller 2011; Minlos 2012; Hansen 
et al. 2016; Kehayov and Boye 2016) that in a cross-linguistic historical per-
spective pronouns are often grammaticalized and develop other relativizer, 
complementizer, or conjunction-like functions, such as English which (Miller 
2011: 26–29, 181–83) and Croatian čim ‘when’ reported by Minlos (2012: 75). 
We merely note this common cross-linguistic development here as a possible 
grammaticalization path of co. The matter is not pursued in the present paper.

3. Previous Literature on Unintegrated Relative Clauses 

Fragmented and unintegrated syntax is a major feature distinguishing un-
planned speech from written language (see Kroll 1977; Chafe 1982; Green-
baum and Nelson 1995; Miller and Weinert 1998; Biber et al. 1999: 1140–44, 
1068–70; Quaglio and Biber 2006). Miller (2011: 22) argues that “the assignment 
of syntactic structure to spontaneous speech is far from straightforward”. 
Clauses are often combined into clause complexes, rather than classical sen-
tences, That is, they are simply juxtaposed in information blocks which are 
interrelated, but the structure of these complexes is less clear and less hier-
archical than that of written sentences. For instance, subordination is often 
replaced by simple juxtaposition or parataxis. This has been shown to be the 
case cross-linguistically. For example, Miller and Weinert (1998) and Miller 
(2011) find unintegration and fragmentation in spoken English, German, and 
Russian, Zemskaja (1973) in Russian, Sornicola (1981) in Italian, and Austin 
(1981), Morphy (1983), and Macgregor (1988) in Australian Aboriginal lan-
guages. With specific reference to relative clauses, Lapteva (1976) and Min-
los (2012) find unintegration in Russian, Deulofeu (1981) finds it in French, 
Fiorentino (2007) in Italian, Fried (2010) in Czech, and Murelli (2011) in a num-
ber of European languages. Besides relative clauses, studies such as Hopper 
and Thompson (2018) and Miller (2011) find unintegration in other spoken 
structures: wh-clefts, th-clefts, complex NPs, NPs + complement clauses, the 
‘thing-is’ construction, and various types of amalgam syntax constructions.

Analysis of the syntax of spontaneous spoken Polish, however, has 
so far been very limited if not virtually nonexistent. Studies such as Gołąb 
and Friedman 1972, Bondaruk 1995, Lavine 2003, and Szczegielniak 2004 
are largely based on introspective data which include regular, integrated co 
clauses. However, as indicated in section 2, such regular co relative clauses 
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represent the complementizer co in its basic relativizing function, and other 
uses indicated in section 2 have been largely overlooked. This paper seeks to 
fill this research gap by looking into naturally occurring unintegrated rel-
ative clauses to illustrate these other functions. In a wider perspective, the 
syntax of spoken discourse is shown to be different than the syntax of written 
language. Specifically, it is structurally less integrated (co clauses are less in-
tegrated than the standard który clauses) but at the same time more complex 
in the sense that co clauses and the word co itself have a wider range of func-
tions in speech. It is important to note that these properties of spontaneous 
speech are not to be seen as mere disfluencies; they should rather be seen as 
properties of the syntax of unplanned speech, which in many respects is dif-
ferent from written language, as shown by the studies cited above. As will be 
shown, the Polish data fit many of the observations made by others on relative 
clauses in other languages. Below, we review the key points made by Miller 
and Weinert (1998) and Miller (2011), who make insightful comments about 
English that and which.

Miller (2011: 183) argues that both that and which diachronically developed 
from pronouns to conjunctions, with which still retaining its parallel pronom-
inal use and that losing all of its pronominal features along the way. That is 
different from which and other true pronouns in that (1) it is invariable in form 
as opposed to personal pronouns (he-him) and relative pronouns (who, which, 
whose, whom), (2) it does not introduce nonrestrictive relatives, and (3) it cannot 
occur with pied-piped prepositions, which must be postposed at the end of 
the clause (e.g., the book that I found the quote in vs. the book in which/*that I found 
the quote). Keeping in mind these differences between that and which, the two 
share similar additional uses in spontaneous speech, which are discussed be-
low.

Miller and Weinert (1998: 104–11) and Miller (2011: 26–29, 181–83) argue 
that in spontaneous spoken English which can be used in unintegrated relative 
structures in which it is associated with an antecedent NP but without the 
expected gap in the which clause—instead, the which clause has a complete set 
of arguments, as in (13). The entire complex is not bound together by the tight 
structural network typical of classic wh-relative clauses.

 (13) You have a little keypad down here which you can use your mouse to 
click on the keys. (Miller 2011: 28)

This use of which in (13) is paralleled by the similarly unintegrated that relative 
in (14):

 (14)  a filing cabinet that you can only open one drawer at a time
 (Miller 2011: 28)
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Although which in examples such as (13) may be seen as a relative pronoun 
introducing an unintegrated relative clause, Miller and Weinert (1998: 110–11) 
and Miller (2011: 29) suggest that it might be better treated as a general con-
junction or discourse connective linking chunks of discourse in a way similar 
to the conjunction and. Another example of such use is in (15). A parallel ex-
ample with that is in (16).

 (15)  put little bits of bacon on which the fatter they are the better
 (Miller 2011: 27)

 (16)  some people lift the phone that you think you’ve interrupted a suicide 
attempt (Miller and Weinert 1998: 110)

Miller and Weinert propose that the that clause in (16) may not be a relative 
clause at all, and that may not be a straightforward complementizer; rather, 
that may be seen as a general conjunction signalling some type of general 
subordination link. In this respect, the use of that in (16) is parallel to the con-
nective use of which in (17).

 (17) A:  this was what I wondered if it was basically these families that 
were still in the dumbiedykes

  B:  no well actually there’s one or two that went in which so happens 
that I’m a member of the kirk just locally here the kirk o’field 
church which is the parish of the dumbiedykes area

 (Miller 2011: 28)

The chunks of syntax following that/which may be syntactically independent, 
Miller and Weinert write, but they are interpreted as expressing properties of 
the referent from the previous chunk. In information processing terms, the 
head noun establishes a referent—or cues the listener to open an information 
file about a specific referent—and the following that/which informs the listener 
to add to this file information supplied in the relative clause (examples (13) 
and (14)). In cases like (16) and (17), however, there is no specific referent that 
which and that point to; instead, that and which signal a general subordination/
coordination link. The nature of the relationship between the two chunks 
of a sentence may vary. Miller (2011: 183) argues that the connectives which 
and that may be seen as weak subordinating conjunctions indicating roughly 
‘what I’m about to say follows from what I’ve just been saying’.

To sum up and foreshadow our discussion of Polish co clauses: in sponta-
neous speech, which and that are often better analyzed as general conjunctions 
or discourse connectives, which also appear in structures without a clear ref-
erent expressed by a preceding NP. As we will see, such unintegrated uses 
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of that and which as conjunctions and discourse connectives are paralleled in 
many ways in Polish co clauses.

4. The Corpus and Data

The data in this paper come from Spokes (Pęzik 2015), which is a corpus of 
conversational spoken Polish consisting of over two million words. Much of 
the corpus’s transcribed material is aligned with audio data, and it is only this 
section of the corpus that has been used in the present study. The reason for 
this is that the audio material has been used to verify that the transcripts are 
accurate and to ensure that only relevant tokens of co are taken into account. 
In sum, audio material is available for approximately 77% of the corpus texts, 
which translates into approximately the 1.6 million words which were used 
in this study.

A sample of data was collected from Spokes by an exhaustive search of 
all occurrences of the word co. Each occurrence was manually inspected and 
only relevant tokens of co were collected. The results obtained in the search 
were divided into three groups, as presented in Table 1.

Table 1: co clauses in Spokes

co clauses
Subject clauses 422 (51.9%)
Integrated object clauses 180 (22.1%)
Unintegrated clauses 211 (25.9%)
Total 813 (100%)

Of the relevant items observed, 422 are subject clauses such as that in example 
(1), and 180 are straightforward object clauses (accusative and oblique) such as 
those in examples (2) and (3), in which the head nouns are syntactic and logi-
cal complements of the relative-internal verb. Neither of these are the subject 
of this analysis. Our focus is on the remaining 211 unintegrated co clauses—
represented by example (5)—which display different syntactic functions of co 
and a number of distinct unintegration features.8 In such cases, the word co 
may be better seen as something else rather than a complementizer. For such 
uses of co, alternative treatment is suggested in section 5. The relevant un-

8  Subsumed under the 211 unintegrated items are all the clause types discussed be-
low representing the different functions (section 5) and unintegration features (sec-
tion 6) except the minor unintegration effect represented in examples (36) and (37) in 
section 6.2.
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integration features, which are in one way or another related to particular 
functions of co, are illustrated and discussed in section 6.

Corpus material is cited in this article in the original spelling and punc-
tuation. One exception is the occasional use of the hash mark (#) to indicate 
breaks between intonational units in examples which otherwise would have 
been difficult to understand in writing. While the majority of language data 
discussed below come from Spokes, certain points are made with constructed 
or modified sentences (i.e., modified Spokes examples). Accordingly, examples 
are marked ‘Spokes’, “constructed”, or “modified”.

5. The Syntactic Functions of co

This section discusses four functions of co besides the function of a straight-
forward relativizer (in a gapped relative structure), which is not discussed. The 
following uses are presented: a weakly subordinating conjunction, a general 
discourse connective (i.e., a weakly coordinating conjunction), a time-refer-
ence conjunction, and a place-reference conjunction. The four uses may be 
seen as functional extensions of the relativizer, although two of them—the 
place- and time-reference conjunctions—are semantically richer because of the 
added spatial and temporal dimensions.

5.1. Co as a Weakly Subordinating Conjunction

Consider example (18).

 (18)  (Spokes) 
  że  się  dogadają  o  tych # o  tym terminie 
  that  refl  work.out3PL.FUT  about  these  about  this deadline  
	 	 co		 nie		przysyła		jej	 tych  alimentów  bo  on  mówi
  co  not  sends3SG  herDAT these alimony  because  he says
  słuchaj  może  do  tego  komornika  nie  idź
  listen  maybe  to  this  debt.collector  not  go2SG.IMP 

  jakoś  się  dogadamy
  somehow  refl  work.out2PL.FUT

  ‘that they can work it out with those, with this deadline that he 
doesn’t send her the alimony, because he says, listen, perhaps you 
shouldn’t go to this debt collector, we can work it out’

In terms of syntactic structure, example (18) is not a typical relative, as there is 
no gap normally expected in relatives (cf. the gapped ten termin co ustaliliśmy ø 
‘the deadline that we set ø’). The co clause supplies information relevant to the 
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referent expressed in the relativized noun, but the nature of this relationship 
cannot be stated in object-verb terms as tym terminie is not a structural argu-
ment of the verb przesyłać ‘send’. However the two are to be interpreted as re-
lated in a way akin to subordination (i.e., the utterance should be interpreted 
as o tym terminie, którego nie dotrzymuje przysyłając jej alimenty ‘the deadline that 
he doesn’t keep for sending her the alimony’). In this sense then, co acts here 
as a weakly subordinating conjunction.

In the original utterance, there is no ‘keep’ to go with ‘the deadline’, the 
keeping of the deadline is not overtly expressed. Instead, the speaker effec-
tively says ‘the deadline that he doesn’t send her the alimony by’. Syntacti-
cally, the utterance is unintegrated; conceptually, the message that is conveyed 
is marked by a certain type of mental shortcut or conceptual ellipsis on the 
part of the speaker. Both the syntactic unintegration and conceptual simpli-
fication are realized through co used as a weakly subordinating conjunction. 
The pragmatic advantage of co in this function over a który clause is precisely 
the ease of putting together loose pieces of discourse, thus overcoming the 
real- time production constraints on such relatively complex constructions as 
full-blown który relative clauses.

Consider also the exchange in (19), in which speaker A says she is glad to 
have guessed correctly her (presumably) grandson’s sock size.

 (19) (Spokes) 
  A:  trafiłam  Stasiowi  dwadzieścia pięć # no  przecież  nie
   guessed1SG  StaśDAT  twenty-five  part  but  not 
   wiedziałam jaki  ma  rozmiar.
   knew1SG  what  has3SG  size
  B:  a  buty  mu  też kupowałaś?
   and  shoes  himDAT  too bought3SG

  A:  a  nie  no  te		 skarpetki		 co		 dwadzieścia	pięć	
   well  no  part  these  socks  co  twenty-five 
	 	 	 trafiłam.
   guessed1SG

  A: ‘I guessed correctly/found twenty-five for Staś, I mean I didn’t 
know his size.’

  B: ‘Did you buy him shoes too?’
  A: ‘No, I mean these socks that I guessed correctly/found twenty-

five.’

Although te skarpetki ‘these socks’ may seem to be the head NP, the following 
chunk co dwadzieścia pięć trafiłam ‘that I guessed correctly/found twenty-five’ 
is an unusual modifier of the head. At first glance, te skarpetki may seem to 
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be the object complement of the verb trafiłam ‘I found’, and on this analysis, 
the utterance may be interpreted as ‘she was lucky to find socks’. This leaves 
the awkwardly unintegrated dwadzieścia pięć ‘twenty-five’ in the middle of 
the clause. The numeral is poorly integrated into the entire structure, and its 
communicative contribution to the utterance is unclear. It is also difficult to 
account for its status in terms of canonical syntactic structure. The context 
suggests that the numeral is to be interpreted as contributing the idea of ‘she 
was lucky to find socks in size 25’; this, however, is doubtful against the con-
text of the first line, which is very similar to the third. In it there is a different 
object for the same verb—it is dwadzieścia pięć, that is, the size rather than the 
socks. An alternative reading presents itself—one that is supported by the fact 
that the verb trafiłam is here ambiguous between ‘be lucky to find (a bargain)’ 
and ‘be lucky to guess (the size)’. Each of these paraphrases invites a different 
interpretation of what constitutes the object complement of the verb. This is a 
situation in which a loose and ambiguous structure offers only a vague clue as 
to the correct reading; the position of te skarpetki suggests that this is the object 
of the verb, but instead, the preceding discourse (no przecież nie wiedziałam jaki 
ma rozmiar) is a more useful indication. Given that the third line is a slightly 
modified repetition of the first line, dwadzieścia pięć is likely to be the object 
of the verb trafiłam, and the utterance is to be interpreted as ‘she was lucky to 
guess the size of the socks to be 25’. In a more integrated relative clause, the 
last line in (19) might be rephrased as (20).

 (20)  (modified) 
  Te  skarpetki,  których  rozmiar  trafnie  zgadłam jako  25.
  these  socks  whose  size  correctly  guessed1SG as  25
  ‘These socks whose size I guessed correctly to be 25.’

Examples (18) and (19) show that co may act as a link between syntactic chunks 
which are not connected by a straightforward relative structure because the 
head NP does not fill in an empty slot in the co clause. This linear gapless 
structure often results in interpretational ambiguity. Note that co as a relativ-
izer and co as a weakly subordinating conjunction may offer different read-
ings, as in example (21).

 (21)  (Spokes) 
  ma  jedno  zdjęcie  co  tam  niby  jest  na  wystawie
  has3SG one  photo  co  there  as.if  is  on  display 
  jakiejś  w  sklepie
  some  in  shop
  ‘She has one photo in which apparently she is in a shop display’
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On a simple relative reading, the sentence means (ona) ma jedno zdjęcie, które 
jest na wystawie jakiejś w sklepie ‘she has one picture that is in a shop display’. 
However, on an alternative reading involving a less integrated structure with 
co as a weakly subordinating conjunction, the sentence may also mean (ona) 
ma jedno zdjęcie, na którym ona jest na wystawie jakiejś w sklepie ‘she has one 
photo in which she is in a shop display’. In fact, this is the intended meaning 
of the original utterance in Spokes.

In examples (18), (19), and (21), the function of the co clauses may be seen 
as essentially convergent with the basic function of a relative clause (i.e., to 
modify the relativized noun and to identify its referent).9 However, the ex-
amples depart not only from the standard który clause but also from those co 
clauses in which the relativized noun is the subject or object of the co clause 
(as in (1) and (2)), and in which there is a gap where the NP was ellipted, (te 
jabłka co masz ø na stole ‘the apples that you have ø on the table’). Instead, the 
co clauses are complete clauses with no gaps, and they have some relevance 
to the referent expressed in the head. The preceding NP is not the structural 
object of the main clause (there is no gap), and the syntactic and semantic re-
lationship between the two is idiosyncratic and context-dependent, especially 
in (18) and (19).

5.2. Co as a General Discourse Connective  
(Indicating a General Coordination/Subordination Link)

Co may also act as a general discourse connective or a weakly coordinating 
conjunction in the sense that the co clause is loosely connected to the preced-
ing discourse rather than to a clearly specified antecedent. Consider example 
(22):

 (22) (Spokes) 
  szyła  pamiętam  tylko  że  ojciec  za  bardzo  się 
  sewed3SG  remember1SG  only  that  father  too  much  refl 
  jakby  nie wyrywał  żeby  to  wiesz  wozić 
  kind.of  not  jumped.forward3SG  to  it  know2SG  transport 
  i  rozprowadzać #  co		 tam		 była	 wojna		 na		 ten		 temat # 
  and  distribute  co there  was  war  on  this  subject

  zrezygnowała
  gave.up3SG

9 Example (21) may alternatively be seen as representing the characterization func-
tion of relative clauses rather than the identification function, as distinguished by 
Fried (2011).
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 (22) ‘She did sew, I remember, only father wasn’t really eager to, you 
know, transport and distribute it, which/and there was a war about 
this issue. She gave up.’

In (22), the co clause does not serve to identify the referent of a preceding NP. 
Instead, it is a comment relevant to the entire preceding discourse. Namely, 
the first part of the utterance introduces a situation that led to conflict be-
tween the speaker’s parents, and the co clause supplies the comment: the par-
ents warred with each other because of the situation. Co may be paraphrased 
here simply as and or so and thus may be seen not as a relativizer but as a 
general connective combining two chunks of discourse. It has the semantics 
of a vague coordinating/subordinating conjunction, and it is structurally dis-
sociated from an antecedent (even a clausal proposition) which it might be 
said to relativize. Note that the co clause is not gapped, as would be expected 
in prototypical relatives modifying propositions such as (23).

 (23)  (modified)
  Ojciec  się  nie  wyrywał  żeby  to  wozić  i
  father  refl  not  jumped.forward3SG  to  it  transport  and
  rozprowadzać,  co spowodowało  wojnę. 
  distribute  co caused3SG  war
  ‘Father wasn’t eager to transport and distribute it, which caused a 

war.’

Another example is in (24).

 (24) (Spokes)
  tam  nie  szło  przekroić  marchwi  i  ziemniaka  żeby
  there  not  went3SG  to.cut  carrot  and  potato  so.that
  nie  pękło #  to  samo  się  zaczyna  z  marchwią
  not  cracked3SG  it  same  refl  begins  with  carrot
  robić  tu  w  Polsce  nie #  co  jeszcze  w  zeszłym  roku 
  to.make  here  in  Poland  no  co  still  in  last  year 
  się  dziwiłam  to  teraz  kurwa  za każdym razem 
  refl  was.surprised1SG  part  now  fuck  every.time 

  when  cut1SG

  jak  przekrajam [incomplete]
  ‘Over there you couldn’t cut a carrot or potato without cracking it, the 

same thing is beginning to happen to carrots here in Poland, right? 
While only last year I would be surprised, now every fucking time I 
cut [incomplete]’
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In (24), the co clause does not relativize an antecedent: it does not modify a 
nominal head, and it does not modify the proposition expressed by the pre-
ceding clause, at least not by way of the structure typical of relativization. 
Note that the corresponding relative clause modifying the preceding proposi-
tion would be the gapped co mnie dziwiło ‘which surprised me’ while the orig-
inal has the gapless co [...] się dziwiłam ‘which/while I was surprised’. Further, 
the co clause seems to have a connection to the following clause in that the 
two are conjoined by the connectives co and to, the combination of the two ex-
pressing concessive meaning (while A, B). In sum, the co clause indirectly com-
ments on the proposition of the preceding clause but is connected by means of 
conjunctions to the following clause. As for the function of co, it is better seen 
here not as a relativizer but as a general discourse connective. Also, in combi-
nation with to, the correlative co...to... forms a concessive element. 

In the function of a general connective, co is paralleled by English that and 
which (see section 3). Examples (15–17) illustrate such uses of that and which, 
and examples (22) and (24) illustrate a similar phenomenon for Polish co.

5.3. Co as Time- and Place-Reference Conjunctions; No Head NP

In colloquial Polish there is a time-reference expression—wtedy, co ‘when’ (lit-
erally ‘then that’), illustrated in (25)—which in spontaneous speech is often 
ellipted to co, as illustrated in (26).

 (25) (Spokes) 
  jak  my  startowaliśmy  na  Materhorn  wtedy  co  czekaliśmy
  when  we  started1PL  on  Matterhorn  then  co  waited1PL 
   na okazję
  on  ride
  ‘When we set off for the Matterhorn, when we tried to hitch a hike’

 (26) (Spokes)
  Jak  byliśmy  na  piwie  co  była  ta  Magda
  when  were1PL  for  beer  co  was3SG  this  Magda
  ‘When we went for a beer, when this Magda came’

While co in (26) may be seen as the ellipted (wtedy,) co, this is not clear at all; it 
may well be treated again as a general-purpose conjunction connecting two 
clauses—this time with the temporal meaning of ‘when’. Note that there is no 
head NP which might point to a relative clause interpretation.10

10 Cf. Fried’s (2011: 70-71) discussion of temporal co clauses in Czech, although her 
examples are more relative-like in that they are clearly headed by nominal temporal 
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Co may also be used as a place-reference marker—a conjunction akin to 
English where. This locative co is typically paired with the locative adverbs tu/
tutaj ‘here’ and tam ‘there’, as in (27).

 (27)  (Spokes)
  tam  co  są  okulary  też  z boku
  there  co  are  glasses  too  beside
  ‘Where there are glasses next door’ (=‘Where they sell glasses next 

door’)

The use of co as a locative conjunction is best visible in cases where it stands 
on its own without a head element. In example (28), co jest szafka ‘where the 
cabinet is’ is a headless clause intended to help identify the location of an item. 
In this example, co acts as a place-reference conjunction and may be replaced 
with the correlative complex tam, gdzie ‘where’ (lit. ‘there where’).

 (28)  (Spokes)
  potem  te  rzeczy  które  są  w  szafce #  tam  gdzie
  then  these  clothes  which are  in  cabinet  there  where  
  kiedyś  była  wierza  to  pod spodem  co  jest 
  once  was  stereo.system  part  below  co  is 
 	 szafka  to  są  takie  rzeczy
  cabinet  part  are  these  clothes
  ‘Then the clothes which are in the cabinet. Where the stereo system 

once was, below that, where the cabinet is, there are these clothes.’

5.4. Interim Summary: The Functions of co and Unintegration

The strength of the ties between the head and the corresponding co clause de-
creases along the scale relativizer > weakly subordinating conjunction > dis-
course connective/time- and place-reference conjunctions. In this sense then, 
unintegration increases along the same scale. At the same time, of the three 
functions, it is the weakly subordinating conjunction that is associated with 
the highest degree of idiosyncrasy and context-dependency when it comes to 
the exact semantic relationship between the head and the co clause. The rea-
son is that in this function and unlike the discourse connective, there is still 
some subordination connection—however ambiguous—between the relativ-
ized head and the co clause. This is illustrated in examples (5), (18), and (19).

At the same time, as will be shown below, the relativizer function is not 
completely free of unintegration, although the unintegration features ob-

expressions (doba ‘time period’ and neděle ‘Sunday’).
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served are of a different kind. They include nonstandard resumption (or lack 
thereof)—the subject of section 6.2. Another type of unintegration feature 
common to the relativizer and the weakly subordinating conjunction func-
tions is preposition ellipsis (section 6.3) and a long-distance relationship be-
tween the head and the co clause (section 6.4). On the other hand, the time- 
and place-reference conjunctions are associated with a degree of semantic 
ambiguity—taken here to be another unintegration feature (section 6.5). A fi-
nal summary of the association of the different functions of co with the degree 
of unintegration is offered in the Conclusion.

6. Unintegration Features

Below we review specific unintegration properties of co clauses. Note that one 
major feature has already been noted in virtually all the examples so far: the 
lack of the gap normally expected in relatives. We have also indicated another 
one: the idiosyncratic and context-dependent relationship between the head 
and the co clause, which is most common with co acting as the weakly subor-
dinating conjunction. This is illustrated further in section 6.1. Other uninte-
gration features include resumption-related phenomena (section 6.2), prepo-
sition ellipsis (section 6.3), a long-distance relationship between the head and 
the co clause (section 6.4), and semantic ambiguity of the time- and place-ref-
erence conjunction (section 6.5).

6.1. Interpretational Idiosyncrasy and Context-Dependency

As indicated in section 5.1, the relationship between the referent expressed 
in the head and the co clause may be ambiguous, idiosyncratic, or context-de-
pendent. This is common when co acts as a weakly subordinating conjunction. 
Consider example (29).

 (29) (Spokes) 
  to  pytanie  co  pani  się  zdenerwowała  i  wyszła
  this  question  co  youHON  refl  got.upset  and  left
  ‘This question that you got upset and left’ 

In a more integrated version, (29) might be rephrased as to pytanie, które panią 
zdenerwowało ‘this question which upset you’ or to pytanie, z powodu którego 
pani się zdenerwowała ‘this question because of which you got upset’. In both 
paraphrases, the question is the cause of upset. However, the original utter-
ance has looser syntax that is potentially ambiguous. Because of the lack of 
case marking on co (cf. the inflected forms of któr-e and któr-ego) and because 
of the reflexive form się zdenerwowała ‘became upset’, it is possible to interpret 
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the utterance in such a way that the question was not the cause of upset but 
is only used here as a frame of reference for the event. For example, it is pos-
sible that it was the woman who asked the question and was then upset by 
the interlocutor’s answer. On such an interpretation, to pytanie ‘this question’ 
would be a reference to the situation when the question was asked rather 
than the question itself (note that co can be replaced in (29) by kiedy ‘when’). 
The ambiguity cannot be resolved on the sole basis of the linguistic context of 
the utterance.

6.2. Nonmatching Case Forms and Lack of Required  
Resumptive Pronouns

The discussion of co clauses has often revolved around the problem of encod-
ing grammatical relations such as case, gender, and number, which cannot be 
expressed overtly in the uninflected co. Consequently, the use of resumptive 
pronouns for this purpose has been a major consideration in the literature 
(Gołąb and Friedman 1972; Kardela 1986; Schlonsky 1992; Bondaruk 1995; 
Broihier 1995; Lavine 2003; Szczegielniak 2004; McCloskey 2006; Bošković 
2009; Fried 2010; Gračanin-Yuksek 2010; Minlos 2012; Chidambaram 2013; 
Hladnik 2015).

Resumption is relevant to this study in that it is another factor affecting 
the (un)integration of co relative clauses. In Polish, resumptives are usually 
used for animate referents (with exceptions found in the corpus data). But 
they are frequently not used for inanimates in the accusative, for example, ten 
co (go) helikopterem wozili ‘the one they carried in a helicopter’ (if present, go 
implies an animate referent, the absence of go suggests an inanimate referent; 
cf. Guz 2017). However, the omission of resumptives may undermine inte-
gration, especially when nonaccusative positions are not overtly resumed; cf. 
examples (30) and (31).

 (30) (Spokes, low integrity)
  Tamte  co  używałaś  {to tak pachniało jak się go wycierało} 
  thoseNOM  co  used2SG  [traceGEN]
  ‘The ones you used to use, such a nice smell when you cleaned him’

 (31) (modified, improved integrity)11

  Tamte co  ich używałaś {...}
  thoseNOM  co  theyGEN  used2SG

  ‘The ones you used to use’

11  For these considerations of the relative acceptability or felicitousness of the pres-
ence or absence of resumptives, I resort to my judgment as a native speaker. This 
approach combines the use of corpus data and introspection, which complement each 
other.
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Note that in (30) the nominative head does not match the genitive trace, pro-
ducing a somewhat discordant combination. The genitive resumptive in ex-
ample (31) mediates to resolve the mismatch and improve integration. The 
same is the case in (32), where the genitive of negation requires a genitive 
object and is mismatched with the accusative head te. The problem is resolved 
with the inclusion of an appropriately inflected resumptive in (33).

 (32)  (Spokes, low integration) 
  może  rozbrajaj  najpierw  te  co  nie widać.
  maybe  disarmIMP	 first		 theseACC  co	 not be.seen	[tGEN]

   ‘Maybe you should first disarm the ones that cannot be seen’

 (33)  (modified, improved integration)
  może  rozbrajaj najpierw te  co  ich  nie 
  maybe  disarmIMP  first  theseACC  co theyGEN  not 
  widać. 
  be.seen
  ‘Maybe you should first disarm the ones that cannot be seen.’

Note that the omission of the resumptive is more felicitous and does not com-
promise clause integration when the head NP is appropriately inflected for 
the same case as that of the trace (i.e., genitive in both examples).

 (34)  (modified, based on example (30))
  Nie  mamy  już  tamtych  co  używałaś 
  not  we.have any.more  thoseGEN  co  you.used [tGEN]
  ‘We no longer have the ones you used’

 (35)  (modified, based on (32))
  Może  nie  rozbrajaj  tych  co  nie  widać 
  maybe  not  disarmIMP  theseGEN  co  not  be.seen [tGEN]
  ‘Maybe you should not disarm the ones that cannot be seen’

To a lesser degree, the same case-matching effect is also observed with accu-
sative forms when they are not syncretic with the corresponding nominative 
forms. For example, with Polish feminine nouns, nominative and accusative 
forms are contrastive and so a pairing of the nominative (in the head) with the 
accusative (in the trace) produces a slightly less integrated result than when 
the head and trace are both in the accusative (cf. (36) vs. (37)).12

12  Examples (36) and (37) are shown here to illustrate the case-matching effect. The 
resulting unintegration, however, is minimal, and these kind of examples are not 
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 (36)  (Spokes, integration lower than in (37)) 
  to  jest  ta co  przywiozłam?
  it  is  thisNOM.F  co  brought1SG [tACC]
  ‘Is it the one I brought?’

 (37)  (modified, improved integration) 
  masz  gdzieś  tę co  przywiozłam?
  you.have  somewhere  thisACC.F  co  brought1SG [tACC]
  ‘Have you got the one I brought somewhere here?’

To conclude this section, resumption is a factor relevant in the integration of co 
relative clauses. Namely, structural integration improves when nonaccusative 
positions are overtly resumed in clauses where the case of the head does not 
match that of the trace. The omission of resumptives in nonaccusative posi-
tions produces more felicitous results when the cases match.

6.3. Preposition Ellipsis

Miller and Weinert (1998: 105–10) report that in spontaneous spoken En-
glish most relative clauses are introduced by that or zero. Since that is unin-
flected, resumptives are commonly used to express, for example, possessives 
or oblique objects as in the girl that her eighteenth birthday was on that day and 
the girl that I gave her the book, which are equivalent to the girl whose eighteenth 
birthday was on that day and the girl to whom I gave the book. When prepositions 
are used, pied piping is impossible with that, and prepositions appear at the 
end of the clause (the book that I found the quote in). The authors also note that 
the prepositions are frequently omitted, as in (38) and (39), where the recon-
structed prepositions are in parentheses:

 (38)  of course there’s a rope that you can pull the seat back up [with]

 (39)  I haven’t been to a party yet that I haven’t got home [from] the same 
night

Similarly, the omission of prepositions is common in Polish co relative claus-
es.13 Additionally, along with the preposition, a resumptive pronoun referring 
to the relativized head is omitted. Although the resumptive pronoun is obliga-
tory when it is a prepositional complement—as in (40)—the preposition can be 

counted in our sample of 211 unintegrated co clauses.
13  Minlos (2012: 80–81) also gives examples of preposition dropping in Russian.
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dropped—as in (41–44)—and so can the resumptive, as there is no preposition 
for it to complement.

 (40)  (Spokes)
  to  Gula  ten  co  Paweł  z  Ewą  opowiadali  o 
  it  Gula  this  co  Paweł  with  EwaINS  told3PL  about 
  nim  ostatnio
  heLOC  recently
  ‘It’s Gula, the one that Paweł and Ewa talked about recently’

 (41)  (Spokes)
  nie  jadam  tych  owoców  przez  te  robale  co 
  not  eat1SG  these  fruits  because.of  these  worms  co 
  mi  opowiedziałaś #  koniec
  meDAT  told2SG  end
  ‘I don’t eat this kind of fruit, because of the worms you told me about. 

No more!’

 (42)  (Spokes)
  ale  to  już  wcześniej  z  tym  chłopakiem  mieszkałaś 
  but  it  already  earlier  with  this  boy  lived2SG 
  co  teraz  mieszkasz?
  co  now  live2SG

  ‘So you were already living with that guy that you’re now living 
(with)?’

 (43)  (Spokes)
  pochodziłem  po  ludziach  co  byłem  wcześniej  poumawiany
  went1SG  over  people  co  was1SG  earlier  arranged
  ‘I dropped by on the people that I had made arrangements (with)’

 (44)  (Spokes) 
  pożyczyłam  sobie  taką  kaczkę  co  się  wkłada  rękę  i 
  borrowed1SG  refl  such  duck  co  refl  put3SG  hand  and
  ona  gada  niby
   she  talks  as.if
  ‘I borrowed this duck that you put your hand (in) and it sort of talks’

A more integrated version of (41) might be przez te robale o których mi opowied-
ziałaś—with the wh-pronoun któr-y and the pied-pied preposition o—or przez te 
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robale co mi o nich opowiedziałaś—with co and a postposed preposition accom-
panied by the resumptive pronoun nich. Examples (42–44) can be rephrased in 
an analogical fashion to improve their structural cohesion.

Compared to the highly unintegrated examples in section 5.1, in which 
the relationship between the relativized head and the co clause is context-spe-
cific and cannot be easily expressed with traditional syntactic descriptors 
such as ‘direct/oblique object’, the data in this section are relatively transpar-
ent for syntactic analysis. In examples (41–44), the relativized NPs are oblique 
objects of the (underlyingly) prepositional verbs, although the prepositions 
themselves are omitted. In other words, in these examples the co clauses are 
not complete gapless clauses; in each there is a trace position—typical of rela-
tive clauses—that is co-referential with the head noun; cf. the co-referentiality 
of the heads and the parenthesized traces in te robale co mi opowiedziałaś (o 
tych robalach) and z tym chłopakiem mieszkałaś co teraz mieszkasz (z tym chłopa-
kem). This points to the conclusion that examples (41–44), despite the degree 
of unintegration produced by preposition omission, are closer to classic rel-
ative clauses than the examples from section 5.1, which arguably represent a 
different type of construction—one that is without a gap and in which co is a 
weakly subordinating conjunction. With reference to these facts, I propose the 
following scale of decreasing integration (version 1):

(1) regular co relative clause > (2) co relative clause with preposition 
(and resumptive) omission > (3) co + gapless clause (head noun is not 
the subject/object of the co clause)

It seems that another factor relevant to the fluctuation in the degree of unin-
tegration is the presence of another preposition in front of the head. Consider 
example (45).

 (45)  (Spokes)
  Karolina  mówiła  że  na  to  wesele  co  pojedziemy  mówi
  Karolina  said  that  on  this  wedding  co  go1PL.FUT  say3SG

  trzeba jakąś  holbkę  załatwić  nie?
  aux some  holbkaACC

14  arrange  no
  ‘Karolina said that to this wedding we’re going (to), she says we 

should take some holbka’

In (45) the preposition na in front of the head is identical to the one that has 
been dropped in the co clause, cf. na to wesele co (na nie) pojedziemy ‘to this 
wedding we’re going (to)’. When this is the case, the dropped preposition is 

14  In the reported speaker’s idiolect, holbka is some type or brand of vodka.
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more readily recoverable and consequently the utterance is better integrated 
than it would have been otherwise. Consider the modified version of (45) in 
(46), in which a different preposition is introduced while retaining the same 
(phantom) preposition na in the co clause. The combination of nonidentical 
prepositions produces a less felicitous result.

 (46)  (modified) 
  przed  tym  weselem  co  pojedziemy
  before  this  wedding  co  go1PL.FUT 
  ‘before this wedding we’re going (to)’

Let us run the same test of preposition compatibility with examples (41–43). 
The relevant clauses are reproduced below along with their modified versions.

 (47)  (Spokes)—based on (41)
  przez te robale co mi opowiedziałaś
  ‘because of the worms you told me’

 (48)  (modified; better integration)—based on (42)
  o tych robalach co mi opowiedziałaś
  ‘about those worms you told me’

 (49)  (Spokes; better integration)—based on (43)
  z tym chłopakiem mieszkałaś co teraz mieszkasz
  ‘with that guy that you’re now living (with)’

 (50)  (modified) 
  za tym chłopakiem się uganiałaś co teraz mieszkasz
  ‘you were chasing after that guy that you’re now living (with)’ 

 (51)  (Spokes) 
  po ludziach co byłem wcześniej poumawiany
  ‘on people I had arranged to meet (with)’

 (52)  (modified; better integration) 
  z ludźmi co byłem wcześniej poumawiany
  ‘with people I had arranged to meet (with)’

In each case, integration improves when identical prepositions are paired. I 
conclude that relative clauses with preposition omission have looser integra-
tion when the preposition governing the head is different from the one that is 
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dropped in the co clause. This finding is added to the scale of decreasing inte-
gration proposed above in the revised version (2) below. On top of that, the ob-
servation from section 6.2 pertaining to the lack of resumption is also added.

(1) regular co relative clause > (2) omission of resumptives in nonmatch-
ing case form configurations > (3) co relative clause with preposition 
(and resumptive) omission; (3a) prep1 = prep2 > (3b) prep1 ≠ prep2 > (4) 
co + gapless clause (head noun is not the subject/object of the co clause)

In Spokes preposition ellipsis is evident in 37 (17%) straightforward cases, rep-
resented above in examples (41–45). However, there are 26 (12%) other cases 
which are less straightforward to analyse. Consider example (53), in which co 
may be seen as a result of preposition ellipsis (ellipted from co w nim ‘that in 
it’) or as a place-reference conjunction similar to gdzie ‘where’ (see section 6.5 
for a discussion of such ambiguity).

 (53)  (Spokes)
  tam  jest  w  Toruniu  sklep		 co		 można		 wszystko		 kupić 
  there  is  in  ToruńLOC shop  co  aux  everything  buy 
  co  potrzeba
  co  one.needs
  ‘There’s a shop in Toruń that (in it)/where you can buy everything you 

need’

6.4. Long-Distance Relationship with the Head

Another unintegration property of some co clauses is their long-distance rela-
tionship with the head. The co clause can be separated from it and appear in 
a subsequent conversational turn. In example (54), a series of three co relative 
clauses is scattered over multiple turns and even across the speakers, both of 
whom connect their co clauses back to the same relativized NP in the first line.

 (54)  (Spokes)
  A:  cekaes  czy  coś  takiego #  jakiś		 to	 program		 jest	
   CKS  or  something  such  some  it program  is 
	 	 	 o		 tych		 żołnierzach  co  to
   about  these  soldiers  co  part
  B:  y y  jak  to  się  nazywa
   uhm  how  it  refl  call3SG

  A:  co  oni #  co  niektórzy #  zawodowi
   co  they  co  someM.PL  professionalM.PL
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 (54) B:  marynarka  y  to  jest  kawaleria  powietrzna
   navy  uhm  it  is  cavalry  airADJ

  A:  no  co		 oni		 ćwiczą		 no  jakieś  tam  jest  to  właśnie
   part  co  they  exercise  part  some  there  is  it  just 
    tam
   there
  B:  kawaleria  powietrzna #  co		 oni		 biegają		 i		 śpiewają
   cavalry  airADJ  co  they run3PL  and  sing3PL

  A: ‘CKS or something, there’s this program about those soldiers 
that’

  B: ‘Mm, what is it called?’
  A: ‘Where they, where some of them, professional ones’
  B: ‘The navy, I mean, air cavalry’
  A: ‘Yeah, where they go into training, yeah, this kind of thing’
  B: ‘Air cavalry, where they run and sing’

Although the co clauses are formally disconnected from the head, there is 
also a cohesion effect that holds the entire exchange together. It is created col-
lectively by the series of the co clauses that all connect back to the same head 
noun. The discourse is co-constructed by the speakers with this network of co 
clauses, all going back to the same head.

There is, however, a degree of ambiguity as to what exactly the head NP 
is. It can be construed as either the soldiers themselves (tych żołnierzach) or 
the program about the soldiers (program...o tych żołnierzach). The co clauses are 
unintegrated enough to allow for this ambiguity. There is one clue though: as 
subject NPs are not resumed in relatives in Polish (o tych żołnierzach, co (*oni) 
ćwiczą), the pronoun oni ‘they’ seems to point to program as the head, and oni 
is another argument involved in the construction. At the same time, it is clear 
from the mention of the soldiers that oni refers to the soldiers. In the exchange, 
the speakers try to remember the name of the program, and to do so, they 
describe to each other what happens in it, what the soldiers do—they exercise, 
run, and sing. Therefore, the co clauses in the fifth and sixth turns are best 
interpreted as in (55) and (56). Note also the ellipsis of the preposition and 
accompanying resumptive (co oni [w nim] ćwiczą), as discussed in the previous 
section.

 (55)  jakiś program [...], co oni ćwiczą = jakiś program, w którym oni 
ćwiczą 

  ‘some program in which they exercise’
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 (56)  jakiś program [...], co oni biegaja i śpiewają = jakiś program, w którym 
oni biegają i śpiewają 

  ‘some program in which they run and sing’

However, the fragmented third turn (co oni, co niektórzy, zawodowi) is more 
complex in that it includes incomplete co clauses referring back to one or the 
other antecedent: the first chunk with the pronoun oni is similar to (55) and 
(56) in that program seems to be the head. On the other hand, in the speaker’s 
subsequent reformulation, niektórzy ‘someM.PL’ and zawodowi ‘professionalM.PL’ 
make more sense when construed as connecting back to żołnierzach as the 
head (cf. o tych żołnierzach, co niektórzy, zawodowi vs. ?jakiś program, co niektórzy, 
zawodowi).

The use of co clauses with their inherent unintegration has some advan-
tages over the more integrated który clauses. Because of real-time production 
limitations, the physical separation and long-distance relationships would 
be rather difficult to handle with który clauses. Speakers would have to deal 
with case and number marking, and additional items would be necessary. 
Assuming the reading in which the program is the head, który would have to 
be appropriately inflected for masculine gender, locative case, and singular 
number, and it would have to be accompanied by the anaphoric pronoun ten 
‘the one’ and the preposition w ‘in’ (ten, w którym oni ćwiczą; ten w którym 
biegają i śpiewają). The co clause offers a convenient alternative in which no 
additional adjustments have to be made or additional elements added. The 
ambiguity that comes with it (i.e., the question of what exactly should be seen 
as the head) is part and parcel of unintegrated co clauses.15

Consider also example (57) with two co clauses, the second of which is 
delayed in the discourse. 

 (57)  (Spokes)
  A:  pamiętasz  to		 zdjęcie		 z		 Madrytu		 takie  mamy 
   remember2SG  this  photo  from  Madrid  such  have1PL 
   co  tak  sobie  siedzimy
   co  so  refl  sit1PL

  B:  z  Madrytu  czy  z  Wiednia
   from  Madrid  or  from  Vienna

15 Murelli (2011: 385) makes similar observations about German wo relative clauses: 
“Wo allows joining the two clauses without the need of immediately specifying which 
syntactic position is being relativized [...] it is then up to the hearer to disambiguate the 
role of the relativized item in the RC [...] In short, wo-RCs prove to be flexible tools to 
link an MC and an RC without forcedly specifying the nature of the relativized item.”
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 (57) A:  nie #  z  Madrytu #  co  siedzimy  wcinamy  kanapeczki
   no  from  Madrid  co  sit1PL  eat1PL  sandwiches
  A: ‘Remember this photo from Madrid that we have, where we’re 

just sitting’
  B: ‘From Madrid or from Vienna?’
  A: ‘No, from Madrid, where we’re sitting, eating sandwiches’

Unintegrated co clauses work well when separated from their head, as their 
unintegration renders them particularly suitable for it. On the other hand, 
for który clauses such separation from the head would mean the addition of 
anaphoric elements. While the first co clause in (57) could simply be replaced 
by na którym siedzimy ‘in which we’re sitting’, the relative clause in the third 
line—because of its distance from the head—would have to be replaced by the 
complex: correlative + preposition + relative pronoun (to, na którym siedzimy).

In Spokes 11 examples are marked by a significant separation of the head 
and co clause. The exact number, however, is difficult to ascertain, as quite a 
few cases invite alternative readings. Consider example (58).

 (58)  (Spokes)
  A:  nie  ma  bezpośredniego  do  Zakopca  teraz?
   not  is  directGEN  to  Zakopane  now
  B:  mam  nadzieję  że  ten  o  dwunastej  taki  co  był 
   have1SG  hope  that  this  at  twelve  such  co  was
   ze  Skarżyska  to  był  wygodny #  bo  tamten
   from  Skarżysko  part  was  comfortable  because  that 
   to  był  koło  wpół  do  drugiej  co  jechaliśmy
   part  was  around  half  to  two  co  went1PL 
   latem  nie?
   summerINS  no
  A: ‘Isn’t there a direct one to Zakopane now?’
  B: ‘I hope (there’s) the one at twelve, the one from Skarżysko, it was 

comfortable, because the other one was around half past one, in 
which/when we went in the summer, right?’

In the relative clause reading, the clause co jechaliśmy latem appears outside 
the main clause tamten to był koło wpół do drugiej. The two chunks are clearly 
separate and unintegrated by the standards of relative clauses. However, in 
another reading co may be construed as a time-reference conjunction similar 
to when (see section 5.3), as indicated in the alternative English translations 
for co. The subject of such alternative readings is the focus of the next section. 
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Note that a corresponding który clause (tamten [...] którym jechaliśmy latem ‘the 
one by which we went in the summer’) would only have the relative-clause 
reading, and the time-reference interpretation would not be available.

6.5. Ambiguous Readings: Relativization vs Time/Place Reference

This section focuses on the semantic ambiguity of some co clauses—another 
consequence of their unintegration. Three scenarios will be considered: (1) co 
may be construed as a relativizer, a time relative adverb, or conjunction sim-
ilar to English when; (2) co may be used and/or interpreted as a relativizer, a 
place relative adverb, or conjunction similar to where; (3) co may ambiguously 
act as a relativizer, or a place- or time-reference conjunction, thus further blur-
ring the contrast between NP-based, spatial, and temporal uses of co. Consider 
example (59), in which co is a time-reference conjunction similar to when; note 
that the two co clauses are not associated with head NPs.

 (59) (Spokes)
  potem  jak  przyjechali  do  mnie  znajomi  z   

then  when  came3PL  to  me  friends  from 
  mikrobiologii  co		 imprezkę		 robiłem	 co		 wtedy		 dzwoniłeś
  microbiology  co  party  made1SG co  then  rang2SG

  ‘And later when my friends from the microbiology department came 
by when I threw the party, when you rang me’

In other examples, the same meaning of a temporal conjunction is detectable 
in co clauses following NPs which may be construed as relativized heads. In 
such cases it is often hard to differentiate co as a temporal conjunction from co 
as a relativizer in NP-headed relative clauses. Given the ambiguous status of 
co and the loose syntactic integration and semantic relationship between head 
nouns and co clauses, the ambiguity is a fairly common occurrence. Consider 
examples (60–62).

 (60)  (Spokes)
  to  było  wtedy  jak  jechałeś  na  tą		 imprezę		 do		
  it  was  then  when  went2SG  on  this  party  to 
 	 akademika		 co		 nie		 chciałeś	 Reni		 powiedzieć
  dorm  co  not  wanted2SG  ReniaDAT  tell
  ‘It was when you were going to this party at the dorm that/when you 

didn’t want to tell Renia’ 
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 (61)  (Spokes)
  chciałam  już  żebyście  mi  przywieźli  w  tą
  wanted1SG  already  aux2PL  meDAT  bring  on  this 
 	 niedzielę		 co		 ostatnio		 byliście
  Sunday  co  recently  were2PL

  ‘I wanted you to bring (it) to me on that Sunday that/when you were 
here recently’

 (62)  (Spokes)
  ciekawe  jakbyś  tak  spadła  z  tego tego  pontona  
  wonder1SG  cond2SG  so  fell  off  this  this  inflatable.boat 
 	 co		 tak		 pływałaś jak  byś  ciekawe  jak  by  to 
  co  so  floated2SG how  cond2SG  wonder1SG  how  cond  it 
  wyglądało  no
  look  yeah
  ‘I wonder, if you’d fallen off that inflatable boat that/when you floated 

there, I wonder what that would look like’

In examples (60–62) the co clauses are used by speakers as time-reference de-
vices. At the same time, they seem to be linked to their respective head NPs in 
a way that resembles the structure of relative clauses (note also the preposition 
dropping).16 Given the inherent loose integration of co clauses, the ambiguity 
is not to be easily resolved. This is shown in the optional English glosses for co 
above in (60–62). The co clauses can be construed as temporal when clauses or 
unintegrated relative clauses modifying head nouns. On the first reading, co 
is a connective element akin to a conjunction, on the second—a relative clause 
complementizer. One factor favoring the relative clause reading is that in all 
three examples the head nouns are premodified by demonstratives, which is a 
very frequent feature of co relative clauses in Spokes, also of integrated ones.

Another type of co clauses is illustrated in examples (63) and (64), where co 
is unmistakably linked to a head NP and acts as a temporal complementizer. It 
modifies NPs in such time-reference phrases as tego dnia, co ‘on the day when’, 
w tym tygodniu, co ‘in the week when’, etc. In such phrases, co is replaceable by 
the standard relative wh-word kiedy ‘when’ (i.e., w tym dniu, kiedy...). 

 (63)  (Spokes)
  w  tym		 dniu		 co		 my		 mieliśmy		 mieć		 imprezę
  in  this  day  co  we  aux1PL  have  party
  ‘on the day that/when we were supposed to have a party’

16  Compare the reconstructed prepositions and accompanying resumptives in: na tą 
imprezę, co nie chciałeś o niej Reni powiedzieć; z tego pontona co na nim tak pływałaś.
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 (64) (Spokes)
  zarejestrował  go  na  te		 dwa		 miesiące		 co		 był
  registered3SG  himACC  for  these  two  months  co  was3SG 
  w  Niemczech
  in  Germany
  ‘He registered him for the two months that/when he was in Germany’

All in all, examples (59–64) illustrate a cline of uses of co ranging from a tem-
poral conjunction to ambiguous temporal-relativizing uses to a relativizer as-
sociated with nominal time expressions. In Spokes this cline of time-related 
uses is observed in 64 cases (30%).

Consider example (65), in which co is a place-reference conjunction similar 
to where. Note that the co clause is not associated to a head NP.

 (65)  (Spokes)
  A:  Kawecki  ten #  wnuk  ten  tej #  wiesz  który
   Krawecki  this  grandson  thisNOM.M  thisGEN.F  know2SG  which
  B:  no
   yeah
  A:  przed  mechanikiem #  przed  Borowcem  co  ten  dom
   before  garage  before  BorowiecINS  co  this  house 
   jest  pobudowany
   is  built
  A: ‘This Kawecki guy, the grandson of what’s-her-name, you know 

who’
  B: ‘Yeah’
  A: ‘Next to the garage, next to the Borowiec place, where the house 

was been built’

In other cases, there is clearly a head noun with which a co clause is associ-
ated, as in (66) and (67). The association is easily detected despite the fact that 
the co clauses are complete gapless clauses. This is sometimes made explicit 
by the use of the resumptive adverb tam ‘there’ referring back to the head 
noun (cf. ta wioska ‘this village’—tam in example (66)). Tam fills in the gap in 
the co clause in the same way as resumptive pronouns often do (see section 
6.2), which means that the co clause is gapless and has the word order of a reg-
ular declarative statement.17 In other cases, as in (67), there is no resumptive 

17  Miller and Weinert (1998: 108) argue this has the advantage of speakers being able 
to accomodate more complex information about the head noun than they would oth-
erwise be able to handle in spontaneous speech. 
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adverb, and in such examples, the functions of co overlap: co may be seen as 
the place-reference conjunction or—because of the association with a nominal 
head—as a spatial-relativizing element.

 (66)  (Spokes)
  jak  się  nazywa  ta  wioska  tam  w  Austrii  co  tam
  how  refl  call3SG  this  village  there  in  Austria  co  there
  były  te  mistrzostwa  świata
   were  these  championships  worldGEN

  ‘What’s the name of that village in Austria where/that the world 
championship was held there?’

 (67)  (Spokes)
  i  w  tym  drugim  sklepie  co  są  z  kolei  te
  and  in  this  second  shop  co  are  in  turn  these 
  frotki  i  dzianinki
  hair.ties  and  fabrics
  ‘And in this other shop where/that they have hair ties and fabrics’

In Spokes, 53 (25%) examples of co clauses can be interpreted as place-reference 
devices with varying degrees of unintegration and a range of functions of the 
co element. Some examples may ambiguously represent the three readings of 
relativizer and place- and time-conjunctions, thus blurring even the contrast 
between the temporal and spatial uses of co. Consider examples (68–70).

 (68)  (Spokes)
  A:  jaki  talerzyk?
   what  plate
  B:  a  plastikowy  czerwony  nie  ma  tu  u  ciebie?
   and  plastic  red  not  is  here  at  you
  A:  no  ja  mam  takich  dużo  to #  a  duży  czy  mały?
   well  I  have1SG  such  many  so  and  big  or  small
  B:  mały #  co  ci		 wtedy		 te		 ryby		 przywiozłam
   small  co  youDAT  then  these  fishPL  brought1SG

  A: ‘Which plate?’
  B: ‘The red plastic one, isn’t it here?’
  A: ‘Well, I have lots of those so, is it big or small?’
  A: ‘Small, (the one) when/that I brought you fish back then’
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 (69)  (Spokes)
  wie  pan  co #  została  im  ta  siatka  od
  know2SG  youHON  what  stayed3SG  themDAT  this  net  from 
  tego  z  tyłu  tam od  tego  styropianu  co  ta  zaprawa
  this  in  back  there from  this  Styrofoam  co  this  mortar 
 	 była	 robiona  wie  pan
  was  made  know2SG  youHON

  ‘You know what, there’s some plaster net left from the, in the back 
there, from that Styrofoam where/when the mortar was made, you 
know’

 (70)  (Spokes)
  A:  widziałeś  ten  ostatni  wypadek  co  się  stał?
   saw2SG  this  last  accident  co  refl  happened
  B:  y  co		 ciężarówka		wjechała?
   uh  co  truck  went.in
  A: ‘Have you seen that last accident that happened?’
  B: ‘Where/when/the one in which the truck crashed?’

In (68), co may be construed as a relative clause complementizer (co = ten, w 
którym ‘the one in which’) or a time conjunction (co = wtedy, co ‘when’). In (69), 
co is ambiguous between a time conjunction (co = wtedy, co ‘when’) and a place 
conjunction (co = tam, gdzie ‘where’). In (70), co may be interpreted in three 
different ways as a relative clause complementizer (co = ten, w którym ‘the one 
in which’), a time conjunction (co = wtedy, co ‘when’) or a place conjunction 
(co = tam, gdzie ‘where’).

As shown in this section, besides the prototypical modification of head 
nouns, co relative clauses can be used to provide a frame of spatial or tem-
poral reference. In such cases co replaces the conjunctions gdzie (‘where’) or 
kiedy (‘when’) or the correlative time- and place-reference phrases wtedy, co 
(‘when’, lit. ‘then that’) and tam, gdzie (‘where’, lit. ‘there where’). The different 
readings (i.e., relativizing, temporal, and spatial) are often difficult to distin-
guish. Sometimes even the place/time contrast is unclear, perhaps irrelevant, 
because co is used as a general-purpose conjunction and may cover any kind 
of reference by introducing information that pertains in one way or another 
to entities or propositions commented on. This polyfunctionality of co seems 
to accord with the common diachronic scenario whereby pronouns are gram-
maticalized into relativizers and further into conjunction-like elements (Miller 
2011; Minlos 2012; Hansen et al. 2016; Kehayov and Boye 2016), although the 
present study does not aim to prove this for co.
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7. Conclusion

This paper has addressed co clauses in spontaneous spoken Polish and con-
tributes the following insights. The first one concerns the categorial status of 
co and its various uses. I have argued that the uninflected co performs several 
other functions besides the basic function of a relativizer. These functions in-
clude a weakly subordinating conjunction, a general discourse connective, 
and time- and place-reference conjunctions similar to English when and where. 
These various functions are often difficult to distinguish, and they form a 
cline of uses of co. Thus co clauses provide a range of uses in varied syntactic 
structures of greater or lesser structural integration. In structures less inte-
grated than regular relative clauses, loose syntax may involve interpretational 
ambiguity and/or context-dependency which need to be made sense of by the 
listener.

The second insight concerns the set of unintegration features observed 
in various uses of co—including the basic relativizing use—in spontaneous 
speech. These unintegration features go beyond the mere absence of overt 
marking of case, number, and gender in the network of grammatical relations 
connecting the head, the relativizer, and the trace. In several respects the 
Polish data fit the observations made by other analysts (especially Jim Miller 
and Regina Weinert) working with unintegrated relative clauses in other lan-
guages. Namely, the connective co often conjoins two chunks of discourse, 
but there is no gap typical of relative clauses (complete clauses are common 
to the right of co). Head NPs are often not core arguments of the co clauses, 
and the logical connection between the head and the co clause can be idio-
syncratic and context-dependent. The head NP itself may not be easy to iden-
tify or missing altogether, and a relative clause reading may be untenable. 
Other formal features noted in Spokes are nonmatching case forms with the 
concomitant lack of required resumptive pronouns, ellipsis of prepositions 
and accompanying resumptives, and long-distance relationships between the 
head and the co clause. In preposition ellipsis, the dropping of a preposition 
that is not easily recoverable (as when it is different than the preposition head-
ing the relativized NP) produces more unintegration than the dropping of 
a preposition that is recoverable from the proceeding discourse. The formal 
unintegration features and the corresponding functions of co may be repre-
sented on the following scale of decreasing integration.
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regular co relative clause (co=relativizer)
	 	 ↓
co relative clause with nonmatching case forms and lack of required 
resumptive pronouns (co=relativizer)
	 	 ↓
co relative clause with ellipsis of preposition and accompanying re-
sumptive (co=relativizer/weakly subordinating conjunction)
 prep1 = prep2 
	 	 ↓
 prep1 ≠ prep2
	 	 ↓
long-distance relationship between the head and the co clause18 (co = 
relativizer/weakly subordinating conjunction)
	 	 ↓
NP+co+gapless clause (head has an unclear connection to the co clause; 
the head NP may not be clearly indicated; a relative clause reading 
may be untenable) (co = weakly subordinating conjunction)
	 	 ↓
(no head NP) co+gapless clause (co = discourse connective (weakly co-
ordinating conjunction) or temporal/spatial conjunction)

Clauses introduced by the uninflected co are by definition less integrated than 
clauses introduced by the wh-pronoun który. In the Spokes corpus, this looser 
connectivity of co clauses is further loosened in 25% of cases due to the unin-
tegration features and distinct functions of co listed above.
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